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Talya Feldman's audiovisual installation shines a light on
the continuities of right-wing terror in Germany from 1979
to the present day through voice recordings of survivors,
victims› families, and initiatives from 18 cities. The voices
in the exhibition unsettle, connect the dots, accuse,
demand justice and consequences. At the same time, they
are encouraging and impressive testimonies of strong
resistance and lived solidarity against a political exploitation of mourning and memory.

They are the voices
we really should be
listening to right now.
Talya Feldman

For the multimedia project, the Denver-born media artist,
who currently lives in Hamburg and is a survivor of the
right-wing terrorist attack in Halle herself, was awarded
the 2nd DAGESH Art Prize. The exhibition was presented
for the first time at the Jewish Museum Berlin until early
August 2021. As part of the commemoration of the second
anniversary of the right-wing terrorist attack in Halle (Saale)
on October 9, 2019, the exhibition can now be visited for two
weeks in Halle (Saale).
More about and from the artist: www.talyafeldman.net

Opening hours

Exhibition venue

October 8 to 21, 2021
3 p.m. to 7 p.m.

Künstlerhaus 188 e.V.
Böllberger Weg 188
06110 Halle (Saale)

Registration is not required, but recommended for larger
groups at anmeldung@halle-gegen-rechts.de.

Exhibition opening

October 7, 2021

from 3:30 p.m.:

exploration of the exhibition

5 p.m.:

official reception
keynote address by the chairman of the
Halle Jewish Community, Max Privorozki,
and introduction to the exhibition by
Talya Feldman and Rachel Spicker.

5:30 – 6:45 p.m.:

Panel discussion
»Why We Fight: Commemoration and
Solidarity« with Talya Feldman,
Ismet Tekin & Soligruppe Kiez Döner,
Initiative 12. August and Bündnis
Tag der Solidarität - Kein Schlussstrich
Dortmund.

The event will be translated simultaneously into English
and, if necessary, into other languages. Due to Covid 19
restrictions, seating is limited and advance registration is
requested via e-mail at anmeldung@halle-gegen-rechts.de.
Please make sure to wear warm clothes as the opening
will take place in the courtyard of Künstlerhaus 188 e.V.!
Rain protection will be provided.
The event will also be broadcast live in German and English
from 5 pm.
The link to the livestream and
further background information on
the exhibition can be found here:
bit.ly/ausstellung-feldman

Arrival
Get off at Kurt-Tucholsky-Str. or Ludwigstraße
(streetcar line 1)
No parking spaces directly in front of the Künstlerhaus, but in the immediate vicinity
To visit the exhibition climbing several stairs in the entrance area is necessary. The courtyard of the Künstlerhaus is
accessible.

Covid19-Safety
Bring proof of vaccination, recovery, or a negative
Covid-19 test no older than 24 hours. We also provide
limited rapid antigen testing for on-site self-testing if
needed.
Wearing a medical mask in all indoor areas is mandatory.
Also, if possible, please make sure to maintain 1.5 meters
to persons outside your household!
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